
OUTER HEBRIDES 
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP 

 

ECONOMIC REGENERATION STRATEGY to 2020 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. “Creating Communities of the Future” is the Outer Hebrides Community Planning 

Partnership’s Economic Strategy for the period up to 2020.  The strategy seeks to put 
in place a clear Purpose built around a number of essential themes that will set the 
development agenda in the Outer Hebrides for the decade to 2020.   

 
2. The Partnership believes that achievement on these themes will be essential to 

ensuring future economic stability and growth.  In arriving at these key themes the 
strategy considers the key challenges of population decline and economic under-
performance decline faced by the Outer Hebrides.  It is important to acknowledge and 
tackle these deep-seated challenges.  The Partnership acknowledges the challenges, 
but is firmly of the view that there will be significant opportunities for the Outer Hebrides 
across a range of sectors over the next period. 

 
3. These opportunities will take many forms: renewable energy deployment, the roll-out of 

next generation broadband, the growth of the creative industries; the development of 
tourism; new further education and vocational training opportunities.  All of which will 
be under-pinned by the increased confidence engendered by the on-going success of 
community ownership – both of land and other assets.   

 
4. In addition to these opportunities, the Partnership, recognises that a number of critical 

economic levers, that will have a significant impact on the success of this strategy lie 
with the London and Edinburgh Governments.  These areas are multi-faceted and 
include, for example, the costs of using the electricity network and the cost of fuel at 
Westminster through to the broadband infrastructure and transport connectivity issues 
at Holyrood.   

 
5. This strategy is therefore based around taking, positive, proactive forward-looking 

actions with the tools that the Partnership has at its disposal within the Outer Hebrides, 
allied to building persuasive propositions to assist London and Edinburgh take policy 
decisions that work in the interests of the Outer Hebrides.    

 
6. This approach is ambitious – but given the scale of the challenge it has to be. 
 
7. The Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership is ambitious for the economy, the 

communities and the future of the Outer Hebrides.  The Partnership’s vision for the 
Outer Hebrides is one of increased and growing confidence and of increased and 
growing opportunity.  

 
8. Through this strategy, the Partnership will strive to work with the private and community 

sectors to create a confident Outer Hebrides that has at its heart a stable economy that 
offers new growth opportunities; that has strong communications links both within and 
without the Hebrides and that values its Gaelic, cultural and natural heritage; that is a 
place where young people are highly valued and where the population is stable and 
moving towards growth.  

 



VISION AND PRIORITIES: POPULATION, EQUIVALENCE AND PARITY 
 
9. Over the next decade the key themes for the Outer Hebrides will revolve around 

population issues and achieving equivalence and parity of performance with the 
regional and national economies. 

 
10. In many ways, the ultimate test of any economy is whether people are willing to live 

and work within that economy.  That test presents a significant challenge for the Outer 
Hebrides.   

 
11. The resident population of the Outer Hebrides at the last census in 2001 was 26,502.  

The latest available population projections from the National Records of Scotland 
predict severe decline, with the population projected to fall significantly by 11.3% over 
the period 2010 – 2035.  The decline in broad age groups is as follows: 
• a 33.6% decline in the 0 – 15 year age group (the largest decline in Scotland) 
• a 19.5% decline in the working age population (the second largest decline) 
• a 22.5% increase in those of pensionable age 

 
12. The Outer Hebrides is projected to see a decline of 50.8% in the number of annual 

births from 252 in 2010 / 11 to 124 in 2034 / 35.  By 2035 the Outer Hebrides is 
projected to have the highest percentage of pensioners (35%).  The area already has 
one of the highest at present at 25%. 

 
13. The anticipated population decline is due to more deaths than births (negative natural 

change) at minus 16.7%.  The following table summarises these population trends: 
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14. It is clear that population decline and related issues of demographic imbalance are 

amongst the most acute economic and social issues faced by the Outer Hebrides. 
 

15. Forward planning assessments suggest that when these population reductions are 
factored along side impacts arising from on-going public spending cuts that at least 
1,200 FTE jobs, or c1,500 jobs in total, will require to be created in the Outer Hebrides 
by 2020 in order to maintain recent employment levels.  This should be considered a 
minimum strategic objective.   

 
16. Indeed, with the projected acceleration in both population and working population 

decline between 2020 and 2025, in order to make inroads into redressing further 
projected decline, then the targets for “new” job creation by 2020 should be set at a 
more ambitious 2,000 jobs (or 1,600 FTEs). 

 
17. To support that required level of job creation, it will be essential for the islands to 

remain attractive places in which to live and work.  To grow the economy in an 
increasingly mobile world the Outer Hebrides must become more competitive across a 
broad range of areas, most importantly general facilities, services, transport, energy 
and telecommunications infrastructure.  For the Outer Hebrides to be successful 
facilities and services available to islanders must be broadly equivalent to the services 
that citizens in other parts of the country areas enjoy.  If that equivalence is not 
achieved then there is a danger of continued out-migration to the areas that are 
perceived as providing better economic services and better economic opportunities. 

 



18. Similarly, it will be essential that the long-term gap in economic performance between 
that of the Outer Hebrides and the performance of the wider Highlands and Islands and 
Scottish economies is closed over the decade.  Failure to achieve parity between the 
economic performance of the Hebrides and the Scottish economies will lead to 
continued out-migration as people seek new and better economic opportunities. 

 
19. These challenges are immense and will require commitment at local, regional, Scottish 

and UK levels.  This strategy therefore outlines a number of overarching targets; 
articulates the critical actions that can be undertaken at local level within the 
Community Planning Partnership and begins to look towards a suite of supportive 
measures that may be required for UK and Scottish Governments to implement in 
support of this strategy. 

 
20. Despite these profound challenges there are also immense opportunities to develop 

the economy over the next period.  It is important, however, that these opportunities 
are realised and that specific, focused actions are undertaken in order to maximise on 
potentials.  

 
21. The Purpose of this strategy is therefore to: 
 

• focus the policy agenda on creating a successful Outer Hebrides that 
unlocks the potential in our economic assets in order to provide new 
opportunities through sustainable economic growth. 

 
16. Success in regard to the Purpose of this Strategy will be evidenced through a number 

of high-level aspirations.  These are outlined as follows 
 

• Population 
 

 By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will be able to demonstrate that population stability 
has been achieved, with population growth evidenced and a healthier demographic 
balance achieved in terms of age and gender. 

 
• Growth 

 
By 2020 the economic health of the Outer Hebrides will have significantly improved 
with the Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) growth rate exceeding the 
regional average over the period.  This will bring the Outer Hebrides up to the 
regional GRDP average and allow significant progress to be made towards closing 
the gap with the performance of the wider Scottish economy. 

 
• Productivity 

 
By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will have one of the most productive economies in the 
Highlands and Islands with Gross Value Added per head of population exceeding 
the regional average.  This will have been achieved following a period of continual 
year-on-year economic growth in which the Outer Hebrides has made significant 
progress towards closing the gap with the performance of the wider Scottish 
economy. 

 
• Participation 

 
By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will have seen a steady rise in local labour market 
participation, with 80% of the working age population active in the economy and an 
unemployment rate that is lower than both the Highlands and Islands and Scotland 
wide figures.  

 



• Solidarity 
 
By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will have seen an end to child poverty on the islands 
and there will be a significant reduction in the number of fuel poor households and 
fuel poor pensioners. 

 
• Cohesion 

 
By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will be able to demonstrate a greater level of 
economic cohesion with the rest of Scotland and within the islands all of our 
communities, from Barra to the Butt of Lewis, will be contributing to the sustained 
growth of the islands with diversity in the area's economy supported and 
encouraged.   

 
• Sustainability 

 
By 2020 the Outer Hebrides will be a world leading centre for the renewable 
energy industry, contributing significantly towards National and European targets 
for electricity generated from renewable sources and to the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
 

CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION: SWOT 
 
17. Strengths 

• Excellent soft infrastructure characterised by low crime rates; high educational 
attainment rates; a high environment and excellent public services 

• Community land ownership 
• Abundant renewable energy resource 
• Tourism 
• Harris Tweed 
• Heritage and Culture 
• Media and creative assets 
• UHI (if it remains as originally envisaged) 
• Defence sector (Hebrides Range) 
• Community facilities 
• Marine environment 

 
18. Weaknesses   

• Population loss and demographic imbalance 
• Connectivity – electricity networks, transport, broadband 
• Structural balance – public v private / third sector 
• Contraction of traditional sectors 
• Restrictions caused by designations 
• Lack of clear area branding 
• Fuel costs  
• Fuel poverty 
• Ferry capacity and pricing 

 
19. Opportunities 

• Super-fast / Next-Generation Broadband 
• Energy – Renewable and non-renewable 
• Tourism Development 
• Harris Tweed 
• Defence industries 



• Land-resources - specialisation, diversification, adding-value 
• Cost of recruiting 
• Islands diaspora 
• Lower costs of renting commercial property 
• Achieving equivalence / parity 
• Development of local quality products 
• Export growth to new markets outside Europe 
• Jobs dispersal (government decentralisation) 
• Community and social enterprises 

 
20. Threats 

• Limited understanding of local circumstances at national level 
• Fear of change / development 
• Continuing population decline 
• Access to private sector credit / finance 
• Reduction in public sector funding 
• Environmental designations / restrictions 
• Fuel and general living costs 
• Centralised UHI 
• Access to credit / finance 
• Reduction in traditional markets 
• Constitutional change   
• Risk averse as a community  
• Lack of confidence, aspiration and ambition 

 
 

LOCAL ACTIONS IN KEY SECTORS 
 
21. To grow the economy of the Outer Hebrides and meet our equivalence and parity 

targets we propose to prioritise and focus effort on areas where the Outer Hebrides 
have comparative advantages.  Our focus will be on giving particular attention to 
stimulating a critical mass of activity in a number of key sectors. 

 
22. A range of key actions has been developed for these sectors and these are outlined 

below.  The overall vision for this document is decade-wide but it will be important to 
view the strategy as a living, evolving document that will require regular review and 
evolution to take account of changing circumstances.  The proposed initial actions 
therefore, cover the first two year period of the strategy.  In that period we believe that 
the following actions can be achieved under the following key sectoral headings. 

 
 

Creative Industries 
 

23. Over the next two years we will: 
 
• deliver the Outer Hebrides Creative Industries Strategy in order to grow the 

number of jobs in the cultural economy 
 

• maximise opportunities arising from the establishment of the Creative Industries 
and Media Centre  

 
• deliver a high-speed core network undersea fibre link that leads to the introduction 

of a local internet Point of Presence 
 
• support participation in the digital economy through the maximisation of uptake 

and economic benefit from next generation broadband development 



 
• deliver a package of support to the Harris Tweed industry focussed on loom 

development, training, accreditation and the further development of the Harris 
Tweed Investment Fund 

 
• support the development and growth of the Gaelic language by growing the 

number of jobs whose primary medium of communication is Gaelic  
 
• deliver the Lews Castle / Museum nan Eilean project and ensure that the benefits 

of the projects are dispersed across the Outer Hebrides 
 
 

Energy 
 

24. Over the next two years we will: 
 
• accelerate engagement with Scottish and UK Governments; regulators, 

transmission companies and developers to ensure that both internal and external 
grid networks meet the strategic aspirations of the Outer Hebrides 

 
• work with developers to have 500 MW on on-shore wind energy consented or 

operational by 2015 
 
• work with community organisations to have 100 MW of community-owned 

generation consented or operational by 2015 
 
• work with community organisations to develop community hydro capacity. 
 
• work with developers to have 50 MW of marine energy consented or operational 

by 2015 
 
• support businesses in the supply chain to improve their competitiveness to allow 

them to take best advantage of renewable energy development  
 
• establish an Outer Hebrides Energy Supply Company 
 
• explore opportunities to develop the Outer Hebrides as the principal demonstrator 

of emerging macro-algae (kelp) technologies. 
 
• build on the work undertaken to date in relation hydrogen technologies by building 

new commercial opportunities. 
 
• continue the development of the fabrication facility at Arnish Point by: 

• supporting the growth of the anchor tenant 
• supporting the development of new supply chain activity on site 
• growing the number of businesses operational on site 
• growing the number of FTE on site 
• further development of the site infrastructure 
• upgrading the Arnish Road to adoptable standard 

 
• expand research and development activity at Lews Castle College 
 
• work with Western Isles Development Trust in order to maximise community 

benefit from energy projects 
 
 



Food and Drink 
 

25. Over the next two years we will: 
 

• support community-owned estates to release land to take a lead in regard to local 
food production activity 

 
• support the hospitality and retail sectors to increase their utilisation of local 

produce  
 
• work with the aquaculture sector to facilitate the future growth of production and 

value-added processing opportunities 
 
• work with the fisheries sector to support innovation measures such as the 

Community Quota Scheme 
 
• deliver new infrastructure at Ardveenish and Lochboisdale to support the fisheries 

sector   
 
 

Tourism 
 

26. Over the next two years we will: 
 
• endorse and support the promotion of the Outer Hebrides as a unique island 

hopping destination, with a rich heritage, an outstanding natural environment, and 
a vibrant food, art and craft culture 

 
• increase annual bed occupancy by 3% and increase average visitor spend per 

head, per day by £10 
 

• champion the implementation and promotion of the Outer Hebrides destination 
brand 

 
• support the implementation of the Outer Hebrides destination marketing plan 

 
• work to ensure that the capacity, service levels and costs of air and ferry services 

to and within the Outer Hebrides are not a constraint to growth 
 

• develop and promote a series of tourism themes which will underpin the marketing 
plan, including: 
• culture and heritage 
• archaeology 
• wildlife 
• food and drink 

 
• consolidate the festival and events market, focusing on major events outwith the 

normal visitor season 
 
• seek to maximise impacts from marine tourism, including growing the local cruise 

ship market and supporting yachting opportunities  
 
• seek to capitalise on St Kilda’s World Heritage Status and derive value from the 

local ownership of Trademarks 
 
 



Defence 
 

27. Over the next two years we will: 
 

• work closely with the sector in order to ensure the retention and growth of jobs and 
activity 

 
• engage with Hebrides Range in order to appropriately support their development 

aspirations and to maximise training and apprenticeship opportunities 
 
 

Communities 
 

28. Over the next two years we will: 
 

• implement the Uist Economic Diversification Strategy 
 
• work closely with the community land sector in order to support their development 

aspirations   
 
• work closely with the community energy sector in order to support their 

development aspirations   
 

• deliver the Comhairle’s Local Housing Strategy 
 
 

Financial and Business Services 
 

29. Over the next two years we will: 
 

• explore opportunities to develop a “community bank” (potentially through the Hi-
Scot Credit Union) in order to support community-led regeneration 

 
• support financial inclusion activities in order to assist excluded groups to access 

mainstream services 
 
• explore the potential of secure data storage sites as a means of embedding global 

internet-based businesses within the local economy 
 
 

NATIONAL SUPPORT 
 
30. The actions outlined above provide a comprehensive suite of critical activity which will 

be undertaken at local level by the private and third sectors, supported by the 
Community Planning Partnership.  The Partnership has a range of tools at its disposal 
to assist local business and the wider community take best advantage of the outlined 
opportunities.  The Partnership takes the view, however, that the UK and Scottish 
Governments have a critical role to play in “equalising” the economic environment to 
allow local businesses the opportunity to grow.   

 
31. The Partnership is of the view that the national policy approach to the Outer Hebrides 

has to be radically amended and that an investment and fiscal environment that is 
suited to the specific needs of a community such as that of the Outer Hebrides has to 
be developed.  The Partnership is therefore convinced that a radical approach has to 
be taken by both Governments to incentivise population growth and the relocation of 
business to the Outer Hebrides.   

 



32. To underpin this strategy the Partnership will therefore seek to explore with the UK 
Government the potential of establishing a pilot scheme that will seek to develop a set 
of tax and duty exemptions for island residents / island businesses and for individuals / 
businesses seeking to relocate to the Outer Hebrides.   

 
33. An initial review of incentives that are currently available elsewhere, or have been 

introduced in the recent past, has been undertaken.  Incentives in operation in places 
as diverse as Norway, Canada, Finland, Ireland, Spain, New Zealand, Portugal, 
Denmark, France, Jersey and the Isle of Man include: 

 
 regionally differentiated rates for employers’ social security contributions 
 
 reduced or zero VAT 
 
 reduced rates of corporation tax or dividend taxes 
 
 tax rebates / credits for specific sectors 

 
 remission on repayment of loans for higher education 
 
 differential child benefit rates 
 
 cheaper electricity 
 
 wage subsidies 
 
 remote areas allowance for pensioners and other recipients of state benefits 
 
 capital allowances for specific forms of investment within designated areas 
 
 no capital gains tax, inheritance tax or estate duty, capital transfer tax, gifts tax or 

wealth tax 
 
 “cover-over” subsidies (where duty is returned to the product’s place of production) 

 
34. The above is not a comprehensive list, but it does illustrate the types of support and 

incentives available to remote and fragile communities in other parts of the world.  It is 
proposed that the Partnership should seek to develop a set of pilot proposals which 
could be presented to the UK and Scottish Governments to assist the ambitions of this 
strategy in regard to the population, equivalence and parity agendas.  If a set of 
appropriate interventions, based on some of the areas outlined above, could be 
developed they would have a modest cost to the UK Exchequer, but would have 
significant potential to positively impact on attracting new population to the islands, 
while simultaneously boosting the prospects of economic growth. 

 
35. As part of this strategy the Partnership will explore with the Scottish Government how 

issues around connectivity can be enhanced.  Potentially connectivity issues for 
discussion will include: Road Equivalent Tariff, Air Discount Scheme and the 
introduction of next generation broadband. 

 
 

DELIVERY 
 
Partnership and Funding 

 
36. The implementation of the Strategy will be driven across the Outer Hebrides 

Community Planning Partnership.  It will be supported by the arrangements to the 



Scottish Government through the Single Outcome Agreement to ensure coherence 
with national and local levels.  The Purpose of this Strategy is aligned with, and 
provides local focus, in relation to the Purpose of the Scottish Government – “to create 
a more successful country, with opportunities for all of Scotland and flourish, through 
increasing sustainable economic growth”. 

 
37. The Strategy will be used to direct the local activities of the component bodies within 

the Outer Hebrides Community Planning Partnership.  To ensure the maximisation of 
this strategy bodies within the Community Planning Partnership will review and explore 
their local organisational policies and structures in order to fully align them with 
delivering the Purpose of this strategy.  This approach will open opportunities to 
explore the creation of a more joined-up, efficient and focused public sector in the 
Outer Hebrides.  It will be essential that there are increased levels of co-design and co-
delivery of public services in order to support the private and community sectors 
maximise the opportunities arising out of this strategy.  Ensuring the delivery of the 
Purpose of this strategy may therefore require a level of local public sector reform to 
provide the best platform to build from. 

 
Monitoring and Review 

 
38. The Strategy will evolve as economic conditions change and as progress is made.  The 

Community Planning Partnership will take responsibility to regularly review the 
progress being achieved in relation to the Strategy. 

 
39. SLAED economic indicators will be used as the key measurement tool.   


